
 
 

 

A90 WORKOUT INSIGHTS SHEET 
 
ANGLES90 GRIPS 
 
GENERAL TIPS FOR BEGINNERS AND PRO’S 
 

- Get used to a train with a new grip! 
Especially if you are have trained with normal bars and handles for years, 
getting used to the Angles90 grips can take a few workout sessions. Why? 
First because your hands need to adapt to a handle form that is totally novel 
for your body and secondly because from a biomechanical point of view a 
dynamic grip rotation turns apparently familiar exercises to completely new 
ones. 

- Try out the different gripping methods 
Even though we tell to our community to use the Ergo grip for high repetitions / 
low weight and the Power grip for low reps/ high weights, this is just a general 
indication to start with. To our clients, however, we definitely recommend to 
really experiment a lot with different grip methods to see what works best for 
you. 
 

- Unless you are injured – don’t use the Angles90 only 
A big misconception is to only use the Angles90 for your back training. We 
usually recommend staying at a Angles90-fixed bars ratio of 70-30 at your 
back workout. We see the best results by using the Angles90 at your first sets 
of an exercise. 
 

- Most underrated exercises 
Broad grip deadlifts: Broad grip deadlifts without the Angles90 itself already 
bring the big advantage of targeting your upper back better and provide more 
ROM (range of motion). However, the broader you grab a horizontal bar, the 
bigger becomes the tension on inner sides of your wrists. Angles90 solves this 
problem by providing both a broad and neutral grip position. Shorten the 
straps to get even more ROM. 
Seated rows: Fixed bars really force you to do a unnatural movement here. 
The Angles90 grips solve this not only because you now can row with a 
dynamic grip rotation, but also because your body would want you to move the 
handles slightly outwards during the pull. The Angles90 grips allow you exactly 
that. 
 

- Technically most difficult exercises 



Barbell rows: In order to properly perform this movement you need to keep an 
intense body tension and stabilisation and do the movement in a very 
symmetric way. Whether to involve it in your training should mainly depend on 
your pre-existent skills in functional training. 
Pull-ups: Also them tend to become harder with the Angles90 simply because 
the range of motion gets increased. While your lats get a better stretch at the 
end of the movement, they get contracted more heavily at the top/end of the 
movement. 

 
TIPS FOR ADVANCED ATHLETES 
 

- Do Supersets 
Start an exercise set with the Angles90 grips (by rotating or keeping the 
neutral grip position) and then immediately after continue with the fixed bar/ 
handle on which the Angles90 are attached. This might be the most effective 
way to hit your back musculature since you are using different muscle fibres in 
your arms, but still hit your back within one single set. Another often seen 
option is to solely superset with your Angles90 grips. First begin with a grip 
rotation, then use the neutral grip position (in which you tend to be stronger 
than during the rotation). 
Caution: Do only perform one superset per exercise as it’s intensity is very 
high. 
 

- Pull the handles outwards at pull-ups 
Instead of only rotating the Angles90 grips, now also try to push them slightly 
outwards while pulling yourself up the bar. This enhances the work of your 
upper back and posterior shoulder while decreasing the work of your biceps. 
Only try doing this once you are easily capable of doing 10+ normal pullups. 
 

- Do kettlebell carries and barbell shrugs 
Even though Kettlebells and dumbbells can be rotated already, it still makes 
much sense to attach the Angles90 because the handle form itself just 
provides a better grip feeling. At barbell shrugs, for example, this practically 
leads to a better contraction in the traps because you don’t have to focus so 
much anymore on fiercely grabbing the dumbbell’s handle. 
 

- Use the Power Plus grip for push exercises 
This special grip type allows you to also perform certain cable push exercises 
(see video www.youtube.com/watch?v=h9qaliIQ1WM ). The advantage 
compared to conventional cable handles: You still benefit from the Angles90’s 
ergonomic handle form. Moreover, this grip method can be used for pull 
exercises at machine. The set up may take a few seconds longer, but 
numerous athletes have recorded an even better control over the weight with 
it. 

 
 

READY FOR YOUR WORKOUT? ALMOST! 
Take one minute and read on angles90.com/pages/instructions on how to 
correctly attach and shorten the Angles90 grips. These are actually the requirements 
to successfully implement what you have just read!  
ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS: 
 

A90 SLING TRAINER (exercise video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NQ-2pZKAq3c ) 
 

A90 RESISTANCE BAND (exercise video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Wrtxj-Ys_E ) 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h9qaliIQ1WM
https://angles90.com/pages/instructions
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NQ-2pZKAq3c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Wrtxj-Ys_E


 
 
WANT MORE CONTENT TO MAKE THE BEST OUT OF PURCHASE? 
 

Then follow us on Instagram or Facebook and learn about how 
 

- to generally preserve your joints and tendons at workouts 
 

- exercises should be performed (shown be the best trainers worldwide) 
 

- where and when to use our additional products 
 
  

https://www.instagram.com/angles90_grips__official/
https://www.facebook.com/angles90community


A90 SLING TRAINER 
 

• Use the carabiner to attach your Angles90 grips! 
• Shorten: Easily use the cam buckle 
• Pull exercises: Use the ergo or power grip 
• Push exercises: Use the Power+ grip 
• Use one strap only close grip – rows 

 
 
 
A90 RESISTANCE BAND 
 


